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Top 250 financial services online influencers
that you need to know
by Jay Palter on March 4, 2014 in Branding, Influencing

Emerging social business intelligence tools are making it easier than ever before to
identify and target online influencers in any market space.

I have been working with one such tool,
Little Bird, over the past several weeks to
shed some light on the key online
influencers in the financial services space.

In this article, I will share some
observations about the data set that I generated using Little Bird and how this
information can be used in sophisticated social networking, outreach and engagement
efforts.

(Note: I have received no compensation from Little Bird for this article. In fact, I have
been paying the full freight on my Little Bird account in order to research and write this
post.)

Who are the leading influencers in financial services?

Below I have embedded a Google Docs spreadsheet summarizing the top 250 influencers
in financial services. This data set was produced by creating a report on Little Bird for the
key word “finserv”, then exporting the data and formatting it for this article.* The report
was created in February 2014.
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Finserv  250  Influencers  :  Sheet1
93 rclow https://twitter.com/rclow Rich  Clow
94 seansposito https://twitter.com/seansposito Sean  Sposito
95 toddgreider https://twitter.com/toddgreider Todd  Greider
96 bankervision https://twitter.com/bankervision James  Gardner
97 socialware https://twitter.com/socialware Socialware
98 wisebread https://twitter.com/wisebread Wise  Bread
99 rwohlner https://twitter.com/rwohlner Roger  Wohlner,  CFP®
100 jaypalter https://twitter.com/jaypalter Jay  Palter
101 FinTechie https://twitter.com/FinTechie Joel  Bruckenstein
102 OPENForum https://twitter.com/OPENForum OPEN  Forum
103 GJ7300 https://twitter.com/GJ7300 GJ  Reinders
104 MobilePayToday https://twitter.com/MobilePayToday MobilePaymentsToday
105 SunGardCM https://twitter.com/SunGardCM Capital  Markets
106 jack_welch https://twitter.com/jack_welch Jack  Welch
107 CookeonCUs https://twitter.com/CookeonCUs Sarah  Snell  Cooke
108 Yodlee https://twitter.com/Yodlee Yodlee
109 beyondthearc https://twitter.com/beyondthearc beyondthearc
110 clarashih https://twitter.com/clarashih Clara  Shih
111 DBJAssociates https://twitter.com/DBJAssociates D.  Bruce  Johnston
112 FirstData https://twitter.com/FirstData First  Data
113 AndrewCarrier https://twitter.com/AndrewCarrier Andrew  Carrier
114 Wachovia https://twitter.com/Wachovia Wachovia
115 ByrnesConsultin https://twitter.com/ByrnesConsultin Byrnes  Consulting
116 eadsd https://twitter.com/eadsd David  Eads
117 blano https://twitter.com/blano Blano
118 NACHA_PAYMENTS https://twitter.com/NACHA_PAYMENTS NACHA
119 KristenLuke https://twitter.com/KristenLuke Kristen  Luke
120 AdviserLifeTalk https://twitter.com/AdviserLifeTalk Philip  Calvert
121 aden_76 https://twitter.com/aden_76 Aden  Davies
122 Actiance https://twitter.com/Actiance Actiance,  Inc.
123 BankersUmbrella https://twitter.com/BankersUmbrella Banker's  Umbrella
124 amymcilwain https://twitter.com/amymcilwain Amy  McIlwain
125 SIFMA https://twitter.com/SIFMA SIFMA
126 payments_source https://twitter.com/payments_source PaymentsSource
127 lecreative https://twitter.com/lecreative Amy  E.  Buttell
128 Matt__West https://twitter.com/Matt__West Matt  West  ️
129 waupsh https://twitter.com/waupsh John  Waupsh
130 newrulesinvest https://twitter.com/newrulesinvest Zack  Miller
131 BryanYurcan https://twitter.com/BryanYurcan Bryan  Yurcan
132 mi_jim https://twitter.com/mi_jim Jim  Perry
133 mattwilcoxpro https://twitter.com/mattwilcoxpro Matt  Wilcox
134 allanschoenberg https://twitter.com/allanschoenberg Allan  Schoenberg
135 TonyVidler https://twitter.com/TonyVidler Tony  Vidler
136 RegEdArkovi https://twitter.com/RegEdArkovi RegEdArkovi
137 TheSocialCMO https://twitter.com/TheSocialCMO The  Social  CMO
138 blatantlybianca https://twitter.com/blatantlybianca Bianca  Buckridee
139 marieswift https://twitter.com/marieswift Marie  Swift
140 Discover https://twitter.com/Discover Discover
141 linkedFA https://twitter.com/linkedFA FA  today
142 blueleafadvisor https://twitter.com/blueleafadvisor Blueleaf  Advisor
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This data set is available here as a public Google Docs spreadsheet.



Top 5 Insiders in financial services

1. Visible_Banking – Christophe Langlois – Followed by 221 insiders

2. HarvardBiz – Harvard Biz Review  - Followed by 219 insiders

3. AmerBanker – American Banker – Followed by 209 insiders

4. FinancialBrand – The Financial Brand – Followed by 204 insiders

5. brettking – Brett King – Followed by 201 insiders

Top 5 Listeners in financial services

1. victorricciardi – Behavioral Finance – Following 375 insiders

2. leimer – Bradley Leimer – Following 248 insiders

3. PJHines – Patricia Hines – Following 235 insiders

4. JPNicols – JP Nicols – Following 227 insiders

5. JimMarous – Jim Marous – Following 184 insiders

Top Emerging Insiders in financial services

1. BankersUmbrella – Banker’s Umbrella (Emergence Score: 3.53*)

2. techmktggirl – Elizabeth Dias (Emergence Score: 1.05)

3. Finectcom – Finect (Emergence Score: 0.713)

4. marleenvkammen – Marleen van Kammen (Emergence Score: 0.594)

5. jpalocsik – Jenni Palocsik (Emergence Score: 0.412)

* Note: Emerging insiders ranking is based on “Emergence score” as calculated by Little

Bird. Scores displayed above should be multiplied by 10  to obtain actual scores as

calculated by Little Bird.

How does Little Bird work?

Little Bird uses peer-validation to rank people

around topics or keywords. So, rather than

tracking merely the quantitative data

(numbers of followers, friends, retweets, etc.),

Little Bird is looking for connections and

patterns within the data that signify

qualitative relationships.

Little Bird starts by scanning social media

profiles and content and assembling a data set

of influencers or “insiders” (as the software

refers to them). These insiders are then scored

in a number of ways:

The Insider Score is a simple count of the number of followers any other insider has

from within the keyword-defined influencer group. This seems like a good place to
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start measuring influence: the people or companies with more followers from the

influence group, it stands to reason, have achieved a level of greater awareness

among those influencers.

The Listening Score is a measure of how many of the keyword-defined influencer

group are being followed by an insider. The greater the number of insiders being

followed, the more “tuned in” an insider could be said to be.

The Emergence Score is a measure of how quickly a handle is emerging as an insider,

according to the Little Bird documentation: “Emerging insiders are the people who have
been on Twitter for the least amount of time but have already been followed by a
substantial number of other insiders. These are the community-approved up-and-coming
specialists.”

How accurate is Little Bird in identifying financial services

insiders?

In less than 5 minutes, Little Bird had produced a list of 619 insiders for the keyword

“finserv”.

As a matter of comparison, over the past three years I have been compiling a Twitter list

of finserv influencers through empirical observation and engagement. This was done

mostly organically; I would become aware of a person that I felt was making valuable

contributions to the discussion of social media in financial services and I would engage

them and then add them to the list.

Virtually all of the individuals on my painstakingly compiled list over the past few years

are in the Little Bird data set.

Note that any number of reports can be run for any keywords, so if you wanted a more

comprehensive review you might try a number of different related keywords.

How social influencer intelligence can be used

The possibilities associated with having this kind of market intelligence at your

fingertips are endless.

Perhaps you are working in the financial services space and you want to increase

your profile as a thought leader.

Maybe you’re an entrepreneur and you want to reach out to the influencers in the

space – and become one.

Or perhaps you’re a service provider trying to build awareness around your offering

and add value to topical online discussions.

It used to be, only a few years ago, that identifying a strategically valuable network of

people was a bonafide research project. In fact, consultants like me used to charge for this



kind of “who’s who” research because it was valuable knowledge to have. Now, it’s a

report that can be run in less than 5 minutes.

However, you can’t just compile these Twitter handles and email addresses and start

blasting them with your marketing pitches. Well, you could try that, but that’s not likely

to attract much of the positive attention you want.

Instead, the Little Bird data set presents a wealth of information that you can leverage to

build relationships with insiders in the following ways:

Follow more (or all) of the insiders on Twitter and look for opportunities to interact

with them.

Connect with these insiders on other social networking platforms (LinkedIn, Google+,

etc.) that are identified in the data set and broaden your points of connection.

Read insiders’ blog posts, then comment and share them.

Determine which blogs/publication sites garner the most share of the discussion and

focus attention there, perhaps guest posting or authoring a column.

Many of these activities are facilitated by the Little Bird interface: you can easily

identify insiders you don’t follow yet and insiders that don’t follow you. Also, there is a

nice summary of all insider blogs that can be exported as an RSS feed to be viewed in

your reader of choice. You can have Little Bird prompt you to take these actions with a

daily email notifications – or just jump in and start building your strategic relationships.

Conclusion

I have been really impressed with Little Bird and the accuracy and value of the social

networking intelligence it can deliver.

If your business objectives include engaging with a community of influencers, building

thought leadership, and/or developing a long term personal or corporate brand strategy,

then Little Bird may be your golden goose.

Wondering what an intelligent social networking strategy would look like for your

business? Send me an email or share your feedback in the comments below.

About Jay Palter

Jay  is  a  social  media  specialist  focusing  on  branding  strategies  for  practice
professionals  and  firms.
View  all  posts  by  Jay  Palter  →



ă  What  you  learned  about  social  networking  back  in  grade  school

What  is  a  peer-validated  community  of  interest  and  why  would  you  want  to  build  your  stature  within  one?  Ą
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Join the discussion…

• Reply •

Hansjörg
 Leichsenring •  5 months ago

Nice idea, but you should include #Banking and #Finance in your Exploration

Cheers from Germany

Hansjörg Leichsenring 

www.der-bank-blog.de

  

• Reply •

Jay
 Palter   •  5 months agoMod  Hansjörg Leichsenring

Good suggestion, Hansjorg.

  

Bart
 Wisniowski •  5 months ago

Hi Jay, Great List and great article concept. Thank you for including me.
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Don't be a stranger
SIGN  UP  and  get  free  weekly  tips  and  killer  content  ideas  that  you  can  actually  share  in

your  social  networks.  Yes,  for  FREE.  Because  I  believe  paying  it  forward  isn't  just  a  phrase,

it's  a  strategy  for  success.

E-‐‑mail   
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• Reply •

Hi Jay, Great List and great article concept. Thank you for including me.
  

• Reply •

Jay
 Palter   •  5 months agoMod  Bart Wisniowski
Appreciate the feedback, Bart. But YOU included yourself. Whatever you're
doing online has managed to position you as an "insider" according to the
#finserv keyword. Keep up the good work.

  

• Reply •

Jan •  5 months ago
With regards to the Top 5 insiders, quality is a ignored: I seriously don't
understand why Christophe Langlois is No1 & Brett King is No5.

  

• Reply •

Jay
 Palter   •  5 months agoMod  Jan
The explanation for the ranking is in the data: Christophe Langlois is
followed by more insiders. Does that make him more influential? Not
necessarily. There are a variety of other metrics by which you can sort the
data and find other leaders.

I think the point here is not to focus too much on who is top in any given
category, but to see the data set of 250 influencers as a valuable tool.

Appreciate your feedback, Jan.
  

• Reply •

Pat
 Allen •  5 months ago
This is a great resource, Jay. Thanks for compiling.

One thing I've noticed about #finserv is that it's a (relatively) lightly used hashtag.
Any ideas on what we could do promote its steady and consistent use?

  

• Reply •

Jay
 Palter   •  5 months agoMod  Pat Allen
Best way to promote the use of #finserv is to use it. ;-)

  

• Reply •

Stephanie
 Sammons •  5 months ago
That's pretty cool Jay. Seems I should be combining my two Twitter handles!
Unfortunately there is no way to do that. However, I think there is some value to
keeping the brand separate from me :).

  

• Reply •

Jay
 Palter   •  5 months agoMod  Stephanie Sammons
I think you have good reason to have two handles – and they're both in the
top 100! Over time, I think you will get greater value from the two brand
identities.
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2 comments • 6 months ago

Jay
 Palter — Excellent point about
mobile.But I love this question of what
you have …

How
 to
 use
 Paper.li
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 add
 value,
promote
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 and
 build
 …
2 comments • 6 months ago

Jay
 Palter — Appreciate your interest
and comments, Paul.Paper.li is but one
…

3
 reasons
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 lag
behind
 other
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 in
 …
1 comment • 6 months ago

terrygo — Good post Jay. Are you
saying there is a cultural problem in the
industry? In …

Online
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 are
 not
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 they
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 according
 to
 these
 …
1 comment • 3 months ago

SusanEmerick — Thank you so much for
your valuable feedback on our book
Jay. We would …
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Looking for something?

Do you want FREE weekly content to share?

It's  simple.  You  give  me  your  email  address  and  I  give  you  ideas,  insights  and
content  to  share  in  your  networks.  Try  it!
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